Stories make our experiences memorable over time. Transforming our fragmentary memories into shareable narratives is a reflective process that evolves within a network of trusted relationships. Exchanging our personal stories helps us to understand and communicate who we are as individual and social beings. Currently the everyday expression of our life experiences using digital media is predominantly a process of collecting, categorizing and sharing discrete media entities. There are few readily available tools for ordinary people to engage with their media in ways that move beyond anthology and towards something that is more meaningful and storied. In addition, existing technologies for sharing our personal media afford little support for targeting specifically desired or appropriate audiences.
Abstract
Stories make our experiences memorable over time. Transforming our fragmentary memories into shareable narratives is a reflective process that evolves within a network of trusted relationships. Exchanging our personal stories helps us to understand and communicate who we are as individual and social beings. Currently the everyday expression of our life experiences using digital media is predominantly a process of collecting, categorizing and sharing discrete media entities. There are few readily available tools for ordinary people to engage with their media in ways that move beyond anthology and towards something that is more meaningful and storied. In addition, existing technologies for sharing our personal media afford little support for targeting specifically desired or appropriate audiences.
This thesis proposal presents a hypothesis that a structural authoring and publishing environment with adaptable levels of disclosure enables ordinary people to express their personal memories as digitally mediated stories. My three claims are: (1) a structural authoring environment enables the casual storyteller to reflect on and share mnemonic relationships between rich media elements; (2) a structural publishing environment enables the audience to interpret personal story presentations; and (3) a publishing environment that supports dynamic and adaptable levels of disclosure can enhance revelation by creating an appropriate perception of safety for the creation and publication of personal stories.
'Confectionary', an online structural authoring and publishing environment for making everyday multimedia narratives targeted towards trusted audiences, is created as a vehicle for testing the hypothesis and validating the claims. A structural authoring environment is one that presents the user with an abstract structural template into which to construct a narrative. These story templates include exemplar structures and, over time, will include additional structural templates created and submitted by system users. This environment also provides the storyteller with a 5-tier disclosure gradient for targeting desired audiences. Stories and individual media entities can be assigned as private, for named individuals, for named groups, accessible under certain conditions and public.
The evaluation of this research will include an empirical comparison study of the Confectionary software with another popular media publishing tool. Confectionary expands on previous work with its novel structural authoring strategy, by creating multiple levels of disclosure and by introducing interactivity within stories and through linking mechanisms between narrative presentations; its suitability for casual, everyday use advances the digital storytelling process from one of collective anthology to one of storied reflection. 
Background and Context
Telling stories is a fundamental part of what makes us human, arising from the desire to transform the fragmented chaos of our daily lives into a pattered, coherent and shareable narrative. This process of testifying to our life experiences in a reflective manner helps us understand and convey who we are as individuals and as members of a larger, cultural society [Kearney 2002 ]. When we exchange stories, our narrative imagination supports us in empathizing with the memories of those whose experiences are foreign to us. Stories possess a cathartic power that creates a safe distance for the listener from the raw experiences themselves while simultaneously soliciting a powerful form of sympathy that enables us to see the world through the eyes of another [Kearney 2002 ]. Figure 1 .0 depicts a typical personal story exchange between two people in the physical world. I tell you the story of how I broke my leg, leaving out some of the more gory details, as I know you are particularly sensitive. In this way, the abbreviated version of the story helps to create a safe distance for you from the more disturbing elements of my experience. Upon hearing my story, you immediately offer your sympathies, ask how long I'll be on crutches and then proceed to tell me a cheerful anecdote about overcoming adversity. It is through this communicative act of storytelling that we are given, as Aristotle says, a shareable world. In today's somewhat fractured society, the need for exchanging our narrative memories has never been more acute as we struggle to rationalize our increasingly polarizing global world.
In its most primitive form, this type of personal storytelling can be described as the simple exchange of experience where we aspire to communicate that which is memorable and valuable [Ricoeur 1992 ]. In bearing witness to our personal experiences we reveal not only what we have experienced but also how we remember experiencing it. Personal memory can be defined as a self-reflexive, individual historical consciousness that can be expressed through the artifacts that we collect, the stories we tell and the photos we frame as significant [Crane 1996] . Through documenting and recording our lives we make them in a sense visible. From the earliest cave drawings to oil portraits, photographs and home movies, we have used a variety of media and technologies to support our endeavors in representing ourselves and our life experiences.
The basic properties of a particular medium determine what type of narratives can be told, how they are presented, why they are communicated and how the audience experiences them [Ryan 2004 ]. For example, Henry David Thoreau 1 kept a hand-written journal for 24 years detailing his observations of nature and as a testament to his resolve to live a pure and simple life. The immediacy of the journal was its greatest attraction for Thoreau who observed 'the writer who postpones the recording of his thoughts uses an iron which has cooled to burn a hole with'. Thoreau's journal didn't reach a public audience until thirty years after his death. Over a century later, his previously unseen journal transcripts are finding a new audience as they are being published online by the Thoreau estate. Working with a different medium, the filmmaker Jonas Mekas 2 tells stories of his childhood in Lithuania using footage he captured on the streets of New York. He uses lighting, pacing and movement to represent his presence in the movie. He considered his movies as personal documents and found an audience for his work in galleries, archives and collectives. Figure 2 .0 depicts the process by which Mekas made and distributed his diary movies. He captures his experiences with his camera, reflects upon his footage and constructs a final movie artifact. People then gather at a screening location to watch the movie together. This audience is generally interested in independent personal moviemaking which influences their understanding and appreciation for the movie's perceived value and meaning. They share their opinions about the film with Mekas, but their feedback will not alter this particular movie in anyway. Both Mekas and Thoreau embraced the media tools available to them at the time to record and represent their everyday experiences. Through the act of intervening and deliberately constructing narratives from their lives lived, these two storytellers afford their audience sufficient distance for reflection and interpretation. In today's world, the proliferation of personal media recording devices, home editing systems and advances in network communications provide opportunities for exploring alternative forms of digital mediated storytelling. messaging). At the same time, digital technology has 'reimagined' the production, distribution and appropriation of older media forms. Digital media is 'collection-based and computationally ready', instantly available to be browsed, sequenced and exchanged in individual or collaborative real-time endeavors [Davenport 2004 ].
We organize our digital media collections using software such as Preclick™ or iTunes™, and then perhaps share them online via weblogs or on our cellphones using Pictavision™. Figure 3 A trusted audience can send me feedback directly, they can categorize my story as they understand and interpret it, and they can connect it to other similar online stories. Their published input becomes part of my story, extending its meaning for future audiences. Their feedback can also help me to consider my story from multiple perspectives and perhaps encourage me in modifying or creating different versions of it. I can also enter into discussion and even collaboration with the audience as the network facilitates online dialogue and the co-construction of stories.
When we open our media collections and are prompted to tell our remembered stories to someone, we are offering them an opportunity to get to know us in a more intimate way. We are also afforded a chance to get to know ourselves a little better, surprising ourselves as we reveal things we have never told anyone before, or revisiting the story of an old grudge with the added perspective and wisdom of twenty years of hindsight. Our intimate relationships depend on trust, reciprocity, and respect for privacy in order to flourish and maintain their most satisfying attributes. In the online world, we use indicators such as a person's displayed social network or declared set of interests to determine their trustworthiness [Donath 2004 ]. We form our own networks based on shared experiences, hobbies or connections to particular individuals, attributes that Scott Feld terms 'foci' [Feld 1981 ]. For example, family members and close friends constitute a 'highly constraining focus', where participants have multiple ties to one another and frequently interact. Our networks expand and contract overtime as we are introduced by others to new people or distance ourselves from those to whom we no longer feel so closely attached. In sharing our intimate personal stories online with others, we need to be able to target our stories towards trusted individuals, while protecting our narratives initially from those outside or on the periphery of our network. As our networks evolve, having adaptable and flexible access controls to our stories supports us in managing and maintaining appropriate levels of trust and intimacy in our relationships with others.
Problem Definition
Currently, documenting our life experiences using digital media is predominantly a process of collecting, categorizing and publishing discrete media entities (Flickr™, Picasa™, moblogs) . There are few readily available everyday tools for ordinary people to engage with their media in meaningful and storied ways. Everyday tools are those that are enmeshed in our routine daily activities. Pencils, typewriters and cellphones are examples of tools that are deeply embedded in our common cultural practices. Emerging expressive and communicative technologies transform the way we carry out our daily activities, gradually blending naturally into our lives over time. The ordinary people described in this document are the disparate amateur photographers, homemoviemakers and scrapbook enthusiasts who document their life experiences for their future grandchildren, an imagined posterity, or simply to keep a record of their life lived.
An ideal everyday story construction system for representing personal testimony needs to prove seductive to a broad spectrum of ordinary users. Design consideration must be directed towards the tool's ease-of-use, level of playful engagement and measures that preserve the integrity of all stories. Given the cognitive overhead involved in everyday expression, I identify two attributes of a digital media authoring environment that may mitigate in favor of the casual storyteller: namely a structural approach to authoring and publishing and an adaptable model of disclosure.
Digital media authoring involves the assembling of a variety of entities to create a mixed media presentation that can express and communicate an experience. The principal multimedia authoring strategies used to date are temporal, graphical, scripting, spatial and structural [Bulterman & Hardman, 2005] . These approaches are not mutually exclusive, but professional and research tools alike have tended to emphasize particular strategies. Temporal organization is a popular approach with commercial authoring software, where media assets are placed sequentially on a timeline track that clearly represents their active duration (Macromedia Director™ and Flash™). Graphical and scripting approaches, as demonstrated by Authorware™ and the research tool Dexter, provide useful and flexible means of expression, but are restricted to those users with competent programming skills [Murtaugh 1996 ]. Other research tools such as Trailblazer and Individeo make use of spatial metaphors for constructing and visualizing exploratory paths through rich-media content [Li 2003 ] [Seo 2001] . Authoring a multimedia story using any of the tools or approaches mentioned above is a non-trivial task, requiring technical proficiency, some programming skills and considerable investment of time. While perfectly suitable for an expert or professional multimedia designer, these technologies do not easily lend themselves to everyday use by the casual, non-expert user.
In contrast, I propose that a primarily structural approach is better suited for the everyday authoring and understanding of rich-media stories. A structural authoring environment uses an abstract representation to define the spatial, temporal and interactive properties of a story presentation. A structural story template provides the author with a high-level representation of a particular story format. Modular templates can be manipulated and modified to accommodate the vagaries of different stories and they can be repeatedly re-used by the author interested in creating a collection of personalized 'genre' stories. Having selected a template, the author populates it with media entities. These entities can be visually grouped together to form sub-compositions, which can be ordered by their display (spatial) or controlled by timing constraints (temporal). These templates can be linked to other templates in the system, allowing the storyteller to define possible narrative paths for the audience to follow. The predefined structural templates encourage the author to reflect on her own media collection by providing a variety of starting points from which to begin constructing a story. She can extract representative fragments from her disordered memories, and place them in independent structural compartments that can be played with, juxtaposed and assembled into provoking and pleasing story arrangements.
Popular structural multimedia authoring models, explored largely within the research community, include document tree [Baecker et al., 1996] [Bulterman & Hardman, 2005] , comic-style [Williams et al., 2005] , grids and system templates [Kelliher et al., 2000] . While these applications present innovations in approaches to structural authoring, none of these tools consider the potential value of that structural strategy in the context of publishing presentations or supporting audience feedback. Instead, the act of authoring is segregated from that of publishing, and so the final story presentation bears little trace of the creative selection and decision-making process that went into its construction. However, a structural publishing approach serves to make the construction process explicit to facilitate intuitive audience understanding. Edward Tufte uses the term 'confection' to describe the collection and juxtaposition of multiple visual entities in a flat presentation that offers all its information at once. In so doing, a confection allows the observer to control where and how she accesses the information, making 'reading and seeing and thinking identical' [Tufte p151 1997] . A structural rich-media presentation can be considered as a type of digital 'confection' where the narrative construct is formed from juxtaposing media elements (text, audio, photos, movies) not only by their spatial layout but also through their competing or supporting temporal playback. By revealing all the elements of its presentation at once within a clearly structured presentation, a digital story 'confection' can help the audience to interpret the author's intent by making 'viewing and listening and thinking' simultaneous.
Sharing and exchanging our personal stories necessitates a consideration of the sensitivity of the material, the desire for appropriate levels of privacy and the need for a safe exploratory environment for introducing our stories to particular audiences. Protecting our privacy and disclosing our stories are two elements of the same task. We manage this task by manipulating the boundary between the two, moving between openness and withdrawal, depending on the circumstances. Different situations demand different 'genres of disclosure', which confer particular social expectations on those present (e.g., accuracy of personal information we tell a stranger, whether or not to take photographs at a social event) [Palen & Dourish, 2003 ]. Concerns about personal privacy on the Internet have generated a variety of approaches for protecting and managing our personal information, our online identity and our browsing habits. Government regulation, legal rulings and institutional guidelines afford some protection, but have struggled to keep up with technical and digital advancements. Current and emerging technical countermeasures include automated privacy policies (P3P), authorization methods (XACML), pseudonym facilities (Crowds) [Reiter & Rubin, 1999] and accesscontrol methods (DRM). However, efficient technical solutions are not enough if people don't understand or know how to use them effectively. For example, a usability analysis of PGP concluded that only a quarter of test subjects were able to successfully encrypt and decrypt mail using the secure messaging technology [Whitten & Tiger, 2000] .
Another recent large-scale online shopping experiment discovered that while people had strong attitudes towards privacy protection, once online, they are 'unable to act accordingly' and 'do not monitor and control their actions sufficiently' [Berendt et al., 2005] . What is at stake in these cases and many more like them, is the discrepancy between the user's cognitive model of what is happening and the actual functioning of the software.
To ameliorate this divergence, an alternative approach is to tackle the issue of developing techniques for supporting personal privacy from a human factors perspective. This requires that we design technologies with the needs of the end-user in mind from the beginning. For example, Simson Garfinkel advocates the use of patterns to tackle the 'HCI-SEC' problem as patterns encapsulate knowledge, making it easier to teach users what is being done by the technology and why. Garfinkel demonstrates his solution by designing a comprehensive set of patterns for aligning security and usability in the areas of disk sanitization and secure messaging [Garfinkel 2005 ]. In the research I am proposing, at issue is not only securing our information, but also designing a safe environment for disclosing our information when desired. Research within the computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) community in particular has focused on tackling the problem of leveraging the desire for individual privacy with the collaborative needs of the group. For example, access control methods have been developed with configurable awareness and negotiation extensions. These techniques move beyond simple 'yes' or 'no' permission settings by creating additional capabilities for sharing [Stiemerling & Wulf, 2000] .
The approach I am proposing in this research is to build on such previous end-user focused models and create a dynamic and adaptable model of disclosure directly addressing the needs of a community of users engaged in exchanging personal, intimate stories. In this case, an adaptable model provides users with a granularity of disclosure control ranging from coarse to fine. A tiered system of disclosure levels allows participants to target particular audiences from everyone, to specific individuals or groups, to just themselves or to those who satisfy assigned conditions. For example, just as I judiciously select what parts of the story about my night on the town to tell my mother, participants need to be able to create suitable versions of their stories for different audiences. Rather than constructing many modified stories, participants can designate a suitable disclosure level for individual media entities within an overall story construction. The story is then presented to my mother as some photos and text, but if my friends log in, they get to see the photos, text and also some incriminating video. Participants can also assign conditions governing access to their stories. For example, I
will tell you the story about my time spent in prison, but only because I know that you have already heard the story about my wrongful conviction. The online storyteller needs conditional mechanisms that can automatically alter disclosure levels depending on the prior activities of other participants. Fundamental to assigning levels of disclosure to a story is ensuring the visibility of the effect of those settings for the user. Participants need to be able to check what is displayed at each level to ensure it matches their expectation of what should be revealed. Another element of this disclosure model is to create awareness of audience interest by invoking auditability mechanisms. Participants can register interest, for example, in seeing a particular piece of a story by sending a request to the owner specifying why they would like to see it. The owner is alerted to this and can judge for herself if this person is trustworthy or not, before granting or denying access.
In using levels of disclosure as a mechanism for creating different versions of a story, it is important to note that each version will potentially carry traces of the concealed media entities. Configuring and making adjustments to disclosure controls directly impacts the structure of the story presentation. A media entity that is inaccessible to a particular audience can be represented in the story presentation either by rendering an empty bounding box or by leaving the entire area empty. This concealment carries a trace of the original entity in its physical shape and placement on the screen, similar to the way white-out covers up words but alludes to their shape in the process. If it is a large and centralized empty container, then the audience can perhaps infer that this entity is the main driving force for the story, meaning they are only getting to see minor or supporting elements in the revealed surrounding entities. An empty box can provoke an ambiguous and shifting reading, whereby the audience now knows they are not receiving the complete story and perhaps may decide to send a request to the owner to reveal more. In describing the work of 'text-erasure' artist Joseph Kosuth, critic Robert C. Morgan states that 'the covering of language carries with it the suggestion that what is present beneath is significant in view of its absence' [Morgan p48 1988] . In the research I am proposing, the use of levels of disclosure not only helps to protect our personal data, but can also be a mechanism for revealing the evolving nature of our relationships with others. A structural approach to authoring allows us to create and manipulate narrative forms in the abstract. Configuring levels of disclosure for types of audience -'family', 'colleague', 'satisfies condition' -equally allows us to manipulate revelation in the abstract. Combining the two affords us the opportunity to interrogate our experiences and their storied representations in a reflective framework that draws our attention to the process by which we come to tell, and the impact of that telling on our consideration of self.
The goal of the proposed work is to explore a process of story construction for personal mediated testimony that can support everyday reflective consideration of life experiences in individual and social contexts. To facilitate the construction and exchange of mediated personal stories, an online story software tool called 'Confectionary' is created for making multimedia narratives in structural templates. These rich-media stories are published as part of a collaborative co-constructed website with flexible levels of disclosure for determining who can see, manipulate and comment on individual media entities and stories. Through the process of story exchange, commentary and social connections, a collective multimodal and multi-voiced narrative of lived experience is created. This work seeks to facilitate the representation of personal memories and their evolution into powerful testimony using novel narrative forms that present appropriate content in dynamic ways.
Thesis Statement
A structural authoring and publishing environment with dynamic and adaptable levels of disclosure enables ordinary people to express their everyday personal memories as digitally mediated stories. An online structural storymaking environment can support this process of story exchange.
A Confectionary system will be developed in order to explore and verify three key claims of this thesis statement:
• A structural authoring environment enables the casual storyteller to reflect on and share mnemonic relationships between rich-media elements.
• A structural publishing environment enables the audience to interpret personal story presentations.
• Dynamic and adaptable levels of disclosure can enhance revelation by creating an appropriate perception of safety for the creation and publication of personal stories.
Approach
I propose a novel approach to personal story exchange in which an online structural environment can enhance narrative disclosure by creating a perception of safety for constructing and sharing rich-media narratives. I have developed and evolved this approach over a number of years through creating and evaluating a variety of customdesigned technologies supporting the casual exploration of personal media. In this section I will describe the evolution of my thesis approach with regard to the tools I have developed, and show how the proposed research is grounded in the findings of a largescale survey of real-world personal story exchange.
I first began exploring structured mediated story presentations in 2001, when I developed 'PlusShorts', a networked application for co-creating movie sequences online [Kelliher 2001 ]. Participants used a simple drag-and-drop interface to place imported short movie clips onto a 5*5 grid, which were then played back to the viewer as a linear movie sequence. The application additionally provided users with an iconic markup language, consisting of punctuation symbols, for annotating the structure of their sequence and with the aim of helping viewers to interpret the meaning of the presentation. Although consensus was never fully reached in evaluation studies as to what exactly the mark-up language meant, users described the structural annotation process as helping them to reflect on their own approach to storymaking and to consider more deeply how an audience might interpret their work. This tool was originally designed for users with prior editing and moviemaking experience. From this initial exploration, I began to think about possible movie construction frameworks for casual, non-expert users.
In 2001, weblogs began to explode online, becoming increasingly prevalent as the personal publishing tool. At first glance, the weblog appeared to be an ideal framework for creating and publishing rich-media stories and so I began to investigate ways to incorporate multimedia content with these easy-to-use online environments. Preliminary experiments highlighted the considerable time investment required just to prepare video for online publication, and pointed to the difficulties in sustaining interested communities of users, especially with rich-media blogs themed around unique or vaguely defined events [Kelliher et al., 2003] . 'Moblogs', weblogs that present media content generated from mobile devices, have helped partially solve the problem of getting media content onto weblogs in a timely fashion. I developed the 'Media Fabrics Experiment' in order to analyze user behavior and activity on a rich-media moblog. The goal was to determine what parts of the capture/construction/publishing process were most successful using this framework, and what components possibly needed additional support.
Using video cell-phones, the participants in the experiment constructed and shared multimedia artifacts, publishing their daily story exchanges as mediated conversations on a group moblog. In analyzing the data collected over a three month period, it became apparent that there were distinct patterns detectable in participant posting and response behavior, with some participants occupying a mainly responsive role while others referred only to their own contributions [Kelliher 2004 ]. Regular posting was sustained for about two months, before slowly petering out. In particular, users stopped posting video messages early on in the study, which some attributed to having outgrown the novelty factor and being disappointed in the poor image and audio quality. One observation from the study was that the focus became on the continued gathering and uploading of media entities, with little evidence of additional reflection or interpretation of newly added content within the context of earlier postings. From these findings, I decided to tackle the problem at two levels -enhancing the story construction process to compensate for the phone's low resolution and developing an alternative framework for a more reflective process of media publishing.
I began by exploring how to make the camera-phone more than just a capture and messaging device. I wanted to be able to use the cellphone to help me reflect on my media collections and to construct shareable media presentations. I designed 'Movits', a custom-designed Java application for Series 60 cellphones that presents users with an integrated interface for capturing content, constructing, exchanging and publishing multimedia presentations. Selecting from a variety of default layout templates, participants can populate their Movits presentations with photo, video, text and audio files that can then be stored and completed later, shared and constructed with a group of people or published directly online as a completed artifact. Movits can be used for sharing fragments of media immediately, or used in a piecemeal manner as a personal recorder, where the creator seeks out moments to document that correspond to dedicated ideas or themes. Developing the Movits application inspired me to begin thinking about using a similar media template approach online, as an alternative to the strictly chronological ordering of content on weblogs.
However, before beginning any design or development, I wanted first to gain some thorough insight into the process of personal storymaking, as a reflective, creative and interpreted endeavor. I wanted to establish some sense of the methods and practices being used in a variety of domain settings for observing, documenting and evaluating personal stories. I began a large study conducted over a number of months where I interviewed a series of people who solicit, listen and/or respond to personal testimony as part of their daily job. From their described experiences and insights, I hoped to discover a variety of perspectives on best-practice working methodologies that would help me in constructing a thoughtful, effective and wide-ranging approach for my proposed research. In the subsequent pages I describe my interview approach and methodology, and summarize relevant observations and findings in the following areas: soliciting personal testimony, recording tools and practices, storybuilding strategies, and evaluation metrics. I conclude this section with a description of the approach to my research problem that I am taking, based on my prior work and findings from this survey.
Interview Participants and Process
I requested interviews from approximately 20 people working in diverse fields and 8 men and 5 women agreed to participate. I personally knew 5 of the participants while the remainder was approached after web searches or through the recommendation of colleagues. The interviewees ranged from age 27 to 69 and all were living in the Greater Boston area. Their job occupations were: registered nurse, investigative reporter/editor, corporate storyteller, medical internist, medical doctor, life-coach, therapist/facilitator, ombudsperson, police detective (2), detective sergeant, attorney and psychiatrist. Several of those interviewed had experience in a variety of related careers and answered questions from the perspective of each. In the case of the police detectives, I interviewed three as they each had very different levels and types of experiences; one had been in the force over 30 years, one was with the force only 3 years and specialized in computer and technology related crimes, and one female detective dealt mainly with sex related crimes.
I asked each interviewee the same core set of questions with some minor variations according to career type and function. Over half of the interviews took place in the participant's workplace, with the remainder occurring in neutral venues. The interviews lasted between 40 minutes -2 hours and were audio recorded and then transcribed.
Soliciting Personal Testimony
The attorney, detectives and journalist described their strategies in extracting as complete a story as possible from their interviewee. In taking a deposition, the attorney aims to be as patient, attentive and meticulous as possible, following every branching path to its full extent, then doubling back and following another path. Prior to a deposition, the attorney prepares by constructing a detailed outline: background, employment history, where the subject is from, what they do. The attorney describes the key to the process as being to probe and flesh out the background story, as it is the little things that can be most revealing. The journalist equally described the importance of noting the little details, particularly in the surrounding environment of the interviewee. Placing the story into as full a context as possible will be important for the eventual audience of the story, whether it be a newspaper reader or a jury. The police detective's preparation for an interview or interrogation is similar to that of the attorney's. Prior to approaching the suspect, the detective establishes the known facts about the case, particularly details about chronology and place.
Takeaways:
• a structured story template is useful for ensuring all required details are included • creating context for the story is imperative • establish the facts (chronology, place) and proceed to flesh out the story with additional corroborating or conflicting testimony
Recording Tools and Practice
The police detectives and the attorney use sophisticated tools and standardized techniques for recording and organizing the stories told to them. For both of these professions, accuracy and truth are fundamental and confusion and gaps in knowledge must be minimized. The attorney uses timeline focused software tools such as JFS to help manage the chronology of events and real-time transcript software such as LiveNote to allow for real-time reading and marking of deposition transcripts. The police detectives follow standard procedures for writing narratives detailing what happened, covering the who, what, when, where and how of the incident. In addition, the detectives use flowcharts and timeline visualizations to help establish the overall picture for a large and complicated case. Similar sounding stories are run through a custom-designed automated system to detect activity patterns that might point towards particular criminals or gangs. The corporate storyteller is working on developing a networked database of all the story content and structures generated by the company: soundbites, summaries, media, presentations, images. This networked system will help him and the organization to package their stories quickly, efficiently and in a workable fashion.
In direct contrast to this, the ombudsperson and the life-coach keep no records of their meetings with clients. Instead they encourage those who visit them to keep track of their own story in whatever form is most appealing. The ombudsperson describes how she might encourage a visitor to write their own story in the form of a letter and send it to themselves or to a lawyer to make a legal document of their complaint. The psychiatrist is interested in recording and documenting the family's story in a collaborative fashion.
In one example, he described a project where he worked with teenagers with depression. Here, he interviewed the patients and constructed a condensed story with them over time that was then illustrated and animated to the accompaniment of the patient's voice. This was then shown to their peers in similar situations as a form of primer story. The psychiatrist is particularly fond of using video recordings to document families working together around problem situations. He finds that particularly helpful for clients with poor language skills.
Takeaways:
• organizational methods are helpful in transitioning from disconnected memories to connected narratives • creating connections between stories provides a sense of perspective on each narrative as part of a bigger picture • reusing content can be efficient and revealing • making stories just for yourself can be rewarding • telling stories in different media can create new understandings • some people are more comfortable with one medium than another
Storybuilding Strategies
The reporter, lawyer and corporate storyteller take time to craft their stories using a variety of techniques and strategies. The investigative reporter and his team approach the job of putting a story together 'as the FBI would', with a group of reporters covering different aspects of a potential story. Information is collated and categorized in a computerized system with cross-indexes and multiple forms of filing. The team works together on the story over an extended period of time, using their diverse perspectives to keep the story fresh and targeted. The corporate storyteller generally works alone, therefore he aims to maximize his efficiency by paying close attention to the story structure as popular structures get reused again and again. He creates his stories with the target audience in mind. In retelling stories within the organization, he focuses on creating value for the audience by telling short powerful stories that can reach towards the audience and allow them to paint in other details themselves.
Psychiatrists, therapists and facilitators operate their storybuilding strategies very much in the 'now' of interacting with the client. The psychiatrist intervenes and helps sculpt the client's story. He is looking for transformational and positive stories. He shows primer stories to those who find it hard to articulate their problems, hoping to inspire clients to tell similar tales. The ombudsperson retells the story told to her from the perspective of other participants in the narrative in an attempt to find a possible gracious explanation. This listening and retelling process back and forth helps the ombudsperson and the client agree on what precisely is going on with the story. The facilitator works to help people remember their enduring and overarching purposes instead of just the immediate goals. She supports conversation from personal perspectives that originate and focus on the self. She works to engage the clients as co-researchers. The therapist wants her clients to listen to each other and present themselves more fully. She described one exercise in which large groups imagine a story from their lives as told to someone who really understands them and then someone who doesn't understand them at all. This leads participants to think about the nature of social relations and their story.
Takeaways:
• collaborating in groups on a story allows for a variety of perspectives • saving and reusing successful story structures is efficient and useful • knowing and understanding your audience has an important effect on the types of stories told • primer stories can encourage people to begin to articulate their experiences • retelling your story and hearing it repeated by another person helps the storyteller focus on the important elements
Evaluation Metrics
For many of these professions, success is measured and evaluated in a variety of qualitative ways. The journalist described evaluating his work depending on 'the play' that a story gets, whether it made page one, was it at the front of your section etc. Looking at how significant your story was deemed in the eyes of your peers and the reaction of readers to it is important. The life-coach sees success in bringing in more conservative clients who would not normally be classified as early adopters of a new corporate service such as coaching. The facilitator sees success when a group of clients move from the phase of dialog to one of implementation and passing on the facilitation process to others.
Takeaways:
• feedback from the audience (comments, letters to the editor, viewing statistics) is helpful in evaluating the effectiveness of a story • having a diversity of participants can be a measure of success • participants moving from peripheral participation to more involved levels of action (creating, mentoring) can be a measure of success
Overall Summary of Findings
Although the participants in this study are engaging with personal testimony in a professional capacity, I think insights obtained into the process of organizing, authoring and presenting personal stories can also be generalized to accommodate domestic and online scenarios. Table 1 .0 summarizes the study findings of the two categories that have most influenced the direction of my research approach: story organization techniques and personal privacy. Table 1 .0 also includes properties of technologies I previously developed relating to these same categories. The survey participants used temporal (JVS) and graphical (flowcharts) authoring strategies to help them construct linear, chronological stories. In previous media story applications, I have experimented with chronological and structural templates, with the latter type proving more conducive for casual and spontaneous use. The focus of the storytelling system proposed in this research is to support not only the chronological telling of stories, but also to facilitate the construction of impressionistic, fragmentary and non-linear narratives. For this purpose, a structured authoring environment is recommended that will support participants in organizing their media fragments into a logical spatial and temporal ordering that helps characterize their story. The default structural templates developed for the application will additionally serve as primer story types for novice users or those unfamiliar with rich-media storytelling. As a low-level version of story pattern matching, users will be able to categorize their stories according to themes or community groups or perhaps events. This simple strategy generates small groups of connected stories. Additionally, allowing participants to create actual connecting links between stories and define particular navigation paths through stories, will help the storyteller and the audience to create and perceive supplemental narrative context. Table 1 .0 Summary of prior research and survey takeaways related to research problem A final strategy described by survey participants is collaboration. They described the advantages of tackling an issue from a variety of perspectives as helping to strengthen the relevance and extent of the story. For this reason, it will be important, as it has been in previous applications I have worked on, to support groups of people in considering their personal memories in a socially reflective and multi-perspective way. By creating stories together, sharing feedback and making recommendations, authors, co-authors and audience participants can really help each other to 'see through the eyes of the other'.
Earlier software tools I developed did not place overt emphasis on privacy issues, possibly because I was generally working with small communities of users who mostly knew each other or because the work was situated and evaluated in a research lab context. However, for the survey participants, privacy considerations are extremely important and are directly mandated by professional and legal requirements. Individuals disclosing their personal testimonies to these people do so knowing they are protected by clearly defined rights and regulations, although post 9/11 the situation has become somewhat less reliably defined. Never-the-less, the candidates I interviewed that kept records of their interactions all indicated their practice of ensuring that clients completely understood the implications of their participation. Studies of online privacy policies have criticized them for being confusing and placing too much of the onus on the end-user to remain aware of updates and changes [Jenson & Potts, 2004] . Ensuring the accessibility and readability of the privacy policy for this proposed research will contribute in one way to user perception of a trustworthy environment. More importantly however, the dynamic and adaptable mechanism provided for controlling access to personal content, supports users in ensuring that their stories will be afforded a respectful, sympathetic and appropriate audience. It has been argued that intimate experiences in general could not exist without an insistence on privacy [Gerstein 1978 ]. Our relationships with others involve varying levels and perceptions of intimacy. A flexible model for controlling disclosure will facilitate the needs of all these different relationships, as participants engage in the process of sharing stories.
Theory and Rationale
This section surveys related work in the theory of personal storytelling, rich-media authoring and publishing tools, and models of privacy and disclosure.
Pers o na l st ory te llin g
We understand and interpret our life experiences by constructing stories that transform and reimagine our worldly existence. The act of storytelling is essentially a communicative one: every story involves 'somebody telling something to someone about something' [Kearney p5 2002] . In recounting our personal stories we organize and clarify fragments of experienced time into narrative configurations that are related back to the life world of the audience. This process involves a dynamic and circular movement from action to text and back again [Ricoeur 1984] . It is this interplay of agency between the author, actor and the audience that provides us with our sense of selfhood and indeed our narrative identity, both as individuals and as social, cultural beings [Kearney 2002] . Confectionary supports the storyteller in organizing her media assets into structured stories to share with a distributed audience. The cyclical interplay between participants is explicitly represented by publishing audience feedback, supporting the creation of connections between stories and by archiving modifications to stories over time.
To evaluate the nature and function of personal storytelling, the philosophical domain of critical hermeneutics is particularly relevant, as it is chiefly concerned with what it means for us to create and receive narratives in our everyday lives. Critical hermeneutics introduces the idea of interpreting and evaluating our experiences not only in relation to our own personal understanding, but also in comparison with the experiences of those in our surrounding culture. This consideration of the concept of singularity engaged in a tacit relationship with the external other, leads us to an understanding of interpretative practice that is both referential and encompassing. Within this framework, narrative meaning is derived from our own self-understanding, from our discussions with others and from our sense of self in the world. Confectionary users can choose to associate their stories with particular categories, such as community groups, themes or special events. In this way, their narratives become situated within a broader cultural context. Confectionary also allows participants, under certain conditions, to re-use the narrative structures or media of other users. Here, participants can interrogate their own media through the storytelling eyes of another or directly juxtapose their represented experiences with the personal testimony of others.
Rich-m e dia a ut h ori ng a n d p u blis hi ng t o o ls
The convergence of media technologies and digital computing afforded the emergence of multimedia storytelling. Advances in database design and distributed networks continue to support its online evolution. Commercially successful multimedia authoring tools such as Flash™, Director™ and Mediaforge™ are targeted towards technically-savvy users with the necessary time and energy to invest in gaining proficiency with the technology. Based on timeline or nested scene authoring paradigms, all three software tools additionally rely on scripting mechanisms of varying complexity for coordinating interactivity, non-linear playback or asynchronous events. Furthermore, timeline-based tools lack the flexibility required for easily experimenting with multiple possible story scenarios before settling on a final version. The purpose of this proposed research is to support instead the non-expert user, eager to experiment and create compelling richmedia stories in a process that fits comfortably within the stresses of everyday life. In so doing, this proposed thesis rises to two of the grand challenges for multimedia research defined at the 2005 ACM SIGMM research retreat: 1) 'make authoring complex multimedia titles as easy as using a word processor or drawing program', and 2), 'make capturing, storing, finding, and using digital media an everyday occurrence in our computing environment' [Rowe & Jain, 2005] . The Confectionary application presents a novel everyday authoring and publishing environment that in its simplicity aims to make the process of creating rich-media stories a more straight-forward experience.
Graph-based strategies, such as Authorware™ and Firefly, create visual representations of the media components and their ordering sequence, but are limited in the number of media assets they can model (Macromedia Authorware™) [Buchanan & Zellweger, 2005] . Supported within the academic community in particular, graphical approaches to authoring multimedia in comic-style environments have been successful in encouraging children's storytelling [Antle 2003 [Antle , 2004 ], stimulating dialog between child storytellers [Steiner & Moher, 2002] , and for acquiring stories from adult Internet users for use in a common-sense reasoning system [Williams et al., 2005] . However, these tools do not consider how the authored multimedia stories might be published or reasonably shared with an audience, focusing instead on facilitating the process of generating and collecting stories. Scripting approaches, exemplified by the M-Views and Dexter systems, delineate media presentation behavior using programming languages [Pan 2004 ] [Murtaugh 1996 ]. However, outside the context of the scripting environment, this approach can be difficult to interpret or re-appropriate for other types of storymaking. These tools are undoubtedly powerful technologies for storytellers and designers with clearly defined multimedia story goals, but again, are not suitable for casual, everyday use.
There has been considerable work in recent years in the area of online collaborative story construction. Community-centric story construction initiatives such as the Silver Stringers, Community Memory and The Palaver Tree projects focus on creating straightforward publishing tools and learning environments for groups of users already familiar with one another in the physical world [Smith et al., 2000 ] [Endter 2000 ] [Ellis & Bruckman, 2001 ]. In the case of the Silver Stringers project, which has been operating for almost 10 years, senior citizens participate as reporters, photographers, illustrators and editors of a localized web-based publication. The Palaver Tree initiative supports inter-generational storytelling, where school children interview and chat online with elders in the community about their diverse experiences. Confectionary can be understood as building on some of the research in the Community Memory project, where participants created online 'scrapbook pages' containing text and photographs.
This project paid considerable attention to the privacy concerns of the participants and enacted measures such as password protected pages and identity authentication. Confectionary expands on this work by supporting additional media formats, by creating multiple levels of disclosure and by introducing interactivity within stories and through linking mechanisms between narrative presentations.
Mo de ls of priv acy an d dis clos ure
Privacy can be understood as a concept with no clear definition or meaning attached to it. Generally we perceive it to be a flexible and dynamic entity that evolves and changes depending on the surrounding context. Privacy and intimacy are closely related, with some even arguing that 'intimate relationships simply could not exist if we did not continue to insist on privacy for them' [Gerstein 1978 ]. Within our broader personal social network we exhibit distinctive patterns of behavior towards different people that in turn affects the types of information and knowledge we deem appropriate to disclose. The term 'genres of disclosure' is used to describe the 'socially-constructed patterns of privacy management' that are instantly recognizable and enforce participant's social expectations [Palen & Dourish, 2003] . Controlling the management of privacy in relation to our personal information typically involves three main operations: choice, control and correction. We initially choose situations where we are comfortable with the level of privacy afforded and we may then consent to certain forms of information sharing. If we believe a violation or mistake has occurred, we then should reasonably expect it to be corrected upon discovery [Tavani & Moor, 2001] . This management process is a dynamic one as we regulate the boundary between disclosure and privacy depending on the requirements of the given situation. Confectionary is designed to deliberately foster a perception of security within users, in an environment where participants can precisely control the extent to which their personal stories are revealed and shared. If a participant discovers she has accidentally shared part of a story she would rather have not revealed, she can reassign the correct level of disclosure, wiping the reference from the cache and denying access to any user who might have added that piece of media to their own online collection.
Developing technologies for both managing privacy and sharing information continues to be a difficult task, as a discrepancy remains between what we need and what is technically possible with today's interfaces [Cadiz & Gupta, 2001] . Technologies that seek to make privacy management transparent often inhibit peoples' abilities to both understand the implications of their use and to conduct socially meaningful action through them. For example, P3P preferences are static, meaning they cannot be expressed on a per-service level Once a user enters a website, the protocol affords no further protection within this context of use. Another difficulty in designing privacy technologies is highlighted in studies showing that people exhibit considerable differences with their privacy concerns and needs, ranging from 'privacy fundamentalists', to 'marginally concerned' to 'profiling adverse' [Berendt et al., 2005] .
Research into attitudes towards sharing information in the workplace revealed that people's willingness to share depending heavily on who they were sharing the information with, with this 'who' being organized into neatly defined groups. From this, the authors concluded that one solution for designing technologies for privacy would be to allow users when sharing to 'navigate to the level of precision they are most comfortable with' [Olsen et al., 2005] .
Confectionary supports this privacy capability with its multiple disclosure levels, along with providing awareness mechanisms for encouraging dialog and accessibility changes.
Current online publishing models tend to provide an all-or-nothing approach to public disclosure and privacy protection. Many systems tend to insist on the explicit configuration of privacy controls prior to user action, which separates the process from any context in which the preferences might apply [Lederer et al., 2004] . With weblogs for example, it is difficult to present particular versions of the entirety of your content to distinctive audiences. To compensate for this, studies have shown that bloggers exercise significant levels of self-censorship when it comes to disclosing stories concerning close friends or family [Nardi 2004 ]. Considering that a recent NITLE survey indicates that there are 2.1 million weblogs online, improving the adaptability of privacy levels would allow for less self-censorship and more refined contextual tailoring of content for particular target audience [NITLE 2005] . The Confectionary software presents a dynamic set of disclosure controls that users can manipulate very simply at a low-level (all private/public), or with increasing levels of specificity allowing them to target different versions of their stories towards very particular audiences.
Implementation
In order to evaluate my hypothesis, I propose to develop 'Confectionary' -a structural story authoring and publishing tool with adaptable levels of disclosure. The Confectionary application is hosted and supported by a database driven website.
System architecture
The architecture of this story exchange system has an application layering that will separate the presentation, application, and data tiers into a scalable but flexible model. The system architecture is made up of three tiers, as shown in Figure 4 .0. The Data Services Tier, composed of a MySql database and a media file server, is responsible for managing and storing the contents of the website. The Application Services Tier is implemented as a PHP web application that functions as the data conduit between the stored data and the user interface. It enforces rules on data access and manipulation. The User Interface Tier contains the main website and the Confectionary application. The Confectionary application is being developed using Macromedia Flash and communicates with the Application Services Tier using ActionScript, Flash's scripting language. A data model is a representation of important system entities and their relationships to one another. Figure 5 .0 depicts a representative section from the data model for the Confectionary database. 'Media' is an example of an entity type in this diagram. This entity has a number of attributes associated with it, such as a description (MediaDesc), the IP address it is uploaded from (IPAddress) and the date it is added to the database (DateAdd). The model expresses the relationships between entities by connecting different entities together with lines. Cardinality is the expected number of related occurrences between two entities in a relationship. For example, in this data model, the 'Media' entity may be in at least one and maybe more stories (the 'Story' entity). The 'Story' entity must contain one and maybe more media entities.
Authoring environment
The Confectionary application is being built in Macromedia Flash. Flash is a good application for developing fast loading front-end web applications. Web browsers must have the free Macromedia Flash player installed in order to run a Flash document. In 2004, NPD research conducted an online survey to determine what percentage of web browsers had the player installed (http://www.macromedia.com/software/flash/survey) According to their research, 82.8% of web users can are using Flash 7, the latest version of the player. This level of market penetration, along with its fast download time, makes it an attractive development platform.
Confectionary interface
When the user logs into the Confectionary application, she is presented with a personalized interface that displays all of the system options at once, organized into categories of links. This approach provides users with immediate and direct knowledge of the capabilities of the system. Figure 6 .0 displays on the left side of the image, a prototype of this first 'welcome' interface. There are clearly marked sections of the screen devoted to administrative task options (update user profile, configure disclosure settings), general system news (most viewed story, latest story), personalized alerts (new comments, viewing statistics) and story related activities (edit a story, upload media). The user can browse through her uploaded media collection, presented in containers grouped by media type. Figure 6 .0. On the left above is a prototype 'welcome' interface for the Confectionary application. The image on the right above is a prototype interface of the Confectionary authoring environment.
Structural Story Authoring
The Confectionary authoring environment presents the user with a blank presentation screen alongside her media content containers. From here, there are three ways that a user can begin to create a story. She can load a default structural template from the system's template library into the presentation screen. These templates include exemplar structures provided by the designer of Confectionary and over time, will include abstract structures created and added by system users. For the novice storyteller, using a structural template allows her to begin quickly making story presentations by simply 'drag-n-dropping' her media onto different template segments. Her visual media (video, image, text) will automatically be scaled to fit the boundaries of the template segment. This feature can be disabled if the user would prefer to maintain the original size of the media. The more experienced user can experiment with the structural form of her narratives by creating her own personal story templates. A simple box-making tool allows the user to define her desired spatial layout. A basic temporal tool provides some simple constraints that can be used to define the playback ordering of different media entities or to specify that certain pieces of media in a story must first be viewed in order to reveal another story segment. Finally, the user can just drag-n-drop her media directly onto the presentation screen where she can scale and stretch her content to the desired size.
Adaptable levels of disclosure
The Confectionary application provides the storyteller with a 5-tier disclosure gradient for targeting desired audiences. The 5-tiers are private, individual, group, conditional and public. The storyteller can assign media entities or story presentations as belonging to particular disclosure tiers during media upload, media browsing, story authoring and publication. Entities in the private tier are accessible by the storyteller only. Within the individual tier, the storyteller can grant or deny access to particular named participants. Similarly in the group tier, named groups are afforded or denied access to the storytellers media or stories. The conditional tier permits access under certain conditions and within particular contexts specified by the storyteller. For example, access can be granted to 'friends of friends' within the storyteller's social network, or to individuals who have specifically asked the storyteller for access to a story and explained the reason why. Another example of a conditional constraint is if the storyteller declares a particular ordering for a group of stories, so that a particular story can only be viewed if a certain previous story has already been seen by the audience member. Media entities within a story presentation can also be assigned to the conditional tier. For example, a user can specify that a particular piece of media will only be revealed to members of her family if they have first listened to her audio description that sets up the story. Finally, the public tier contains stories and media entities that are accessible to all participants.
Evaluation
The purpose of these evaluations is to better understand and characterize 1) the use of structural strategies in authoring and interpreting rich-media stories and 2) the use of a tiered disclosure model for story versioning and in creating an appropriate perception of safety for the sharing of personal stories. The thesis claims will be evaluated by an empirical comparison study of the Confectionary software with another popular media publishing tool. This study will evaluate the efficiency, effectiveness and affective value of the Confectionary tool as compared with another popular media publishing environment.
Em pirical Eva lua tio n St u dy
The purpose of this study is both to assess tool efficiency and effectiveness compared with current best practice, and to assess tool affect within the context of online media/story sharing practices. This empirical study will be a 2×2 factorial withinsubjects design study with two independent variables. The first variable will be the use of the Confectionary structured authoring and publishing templates. The second variable will be the use of the 5-tier disclosure gradient. The control condition will be a multimedia weblog, created using the premier weblog publishing software, Movable Type.
The experiment hypotheses can be summarized as:
• With the structural authoring strategy, story authors will find it easier to begin.
• With the structural publishing strategy, audiences will better understand the author's intent. Before the experiment begins, all subjects will be given a full explanation of the tools they will use and 20 minutes of training time. Also prior to the experiment, all participants will be given a brief statement introducing the general concepts of story structure, levels of disclosure and versioning. In so doing, participants will become initially familiar with these core ideas, independent of any particular tool or software environment. A minimum of four subjects will be in each study condition.
The study will compare different story authoring and publishing situations along several task dimensions including: helping the author to begin telling, satisfying the needs of the storyteller to effectively disclose different versions of their stories, and supporting the audience in interpreting stories. Data will be collected to compare the two tools on the following 3 tasks:
• story authoring -create a rich-media story from the subject's own personal media (e.g. 'tell a story using your most/least recently captured media').
• story versioning -construct a story for a variety of target audiences (e.g. 'create a version of your story for the person who understands you most in the world, a version for the person who understands you least and a version for someone you don't know).
• story interpreting -add comments and create associations between stories in the system (e.g. leave comments for authors describing your understanding of their stories).
Subjects will be given a total of 12 instructions each (4 for each of the task types). For half the questions they will use Confectionary and for the other half, the weblog software. Outcome information such as time taken and quality of story (as assessed by two independent judges) will be measured along with process measures such as number of operations and amount/type of media used. Subjective ratings will be gathered from subjects in post-task surveys. These surveys will assess perceived task difficulty, perception of environment safety, satisfaction, tool efficacy, user response to the interfaces, and how the tool might be improved. In addition to the independent variables, we will examine the effect of gender, age, and culture on participation. In our analyses, we will look at aggregate results as well as the change in dispersion rates over the course of the individual tasks. The Media Laboratory has provided the machines necessary for the Confectionary software development and evaluation. Host servers for the website and uploaded media content are additionally supplied by the Media Laboratory. No additional equipment will be needed for the completion of this thesis.
